Hello! My name is Milissa Ellison Dewey. I am a tenth-year
journeyman woodturner, having served a seven years' traditional
apprenticeship. I am one of the only women in the world to have
done this! Most modern woodturners are no longer time-served

anyway, and the trade did not used to be open to women. With my
husband, master turner Alan Dewey, I run a woodturning shop,

where we repair and restore fiberarts equipment such as spinning
wheels and looms. Our work, including how to videos and DIY

information, is on our Resources page, and our public Facebook page, Bobbin Boy. Alan & I also are
Chessspy, the internationally-renowned antique chess set historians & restorers.

One of my specialties is handtools. I am a spinner & weaver myself,

and so I particularly enjoy making tools for my fellow fiberartists. I
have made "bones" for low warp tapestry weaving, band knives,

bandloom knives, bobbin lace bobbins, etc. If you need something
special, just write: bobbinboymail@gmail.com
I have a business model & a working philosophy that are important to me! Each and every piece is

produced as a custom order: I maintain absolutely no inventory, and never vend in any way. Thus I
have no physical nor online shop, and no inventory. I also do not sell at shows or other such events.

~ I make each piece specifically for each person. ~
THE WOODS AND WHERE THEY COME FROM
I “buy local” because I pick my woods for myself: I never order online. Moreover, all my woods are

ethically sourced. My domestic woods come from sawyer Ralph Morgan, of Sylva, North Carolina,
USA. I have known his family since the 1970s and have worked directly with Ralph since the late

1980s. Ralph is a member of the Morgan family of artisans, including his great-Aunt, Lucy Morgan, of
the Penland School of Weaving; and his sister, the award-winning weaver Susan Morgan Leveille.

Meanwhile, my imported woods are from Cormark International of Weaverville, North Carolina, USA,
whose woods are subjected to environmental impact assessments when pertinent, and which firm
explicitly supports sustainable reforestation in all cases.

Furniture woods are usually domestic, and

include hard maple, native cherry, black walnut,
and other “finds” as I have them...elm, yellow

locust, fruitwoods, etc. Furniture woods have a

wider grain than the turning woods, and do not
usually have vivid colors or figuring. They are
lovely woods, however. Subtle.

The above profiles (“profiles” are physical reference pieces used by turners for shapes & dimensions)
were developed with the kind assistance of tapestry artist, Tommye Scanlin.

Turning woods … the bling woods! They include African

Blackwood (the usual stand-in since Victorian times for ebony,
which actually is much more friable, African Blackwood has

long been used for wooden instruments such as Irish flutes &

various bagpipes); the dramatic Cocobolo; various of the nearly
five hundred species of Rosewoods; Pink Ivory; North American
Holly; North American Mountain Laurel; European Boxwood
(used for fine chess sets for centuries); North American

Persimmon; North American Dogwood; etc. The turning woods
of the world are finely-grained, have a higher specific gravity
than furniture woods, and are a joy to see & to use.

THE TAPESTRY BOBBINS
Important! I offer the option of “Buy 10, Get 12” for any combination of bobbins—you can mix
shapes, sizes, wood types, tips etc—and I include a complementary shed stick. Bam!

Skinny Minnies. The perennial favorites! Dimensions: 3/8” head &

shoulder; 3/16” neck; 5.25” long. These (and the Skinniest Minnies, below)
can have metal tips: brass is always an option; stainless steel, sometimes.
Furniture woods, $12.50; Turning woods, $15.00; Metal tips, $5.00

Skinniest Minnies. For low shed work. 5/16” head & shoulder; 3/16”

neck; 5.25” long. See? “Skinnies” to the right & “Skinniests” to the left. >>>
Furniture woods, $12.50; Turning woods, $15.00; Metal tips, $5.00

Mediums. 7" long; 5/8” heads & shoulders; 1/4”
necks. A very useful size.

Furniture woods, $15.00; Turning woods,
$17.50; Metal tips (brass), $5.00

Larges. 9" length, 3/4” heads & shoulders; 5/16” necks. The big 'uns!
For traditional large-format haute-lisse work.

Furniture woods $17.50; Turning woods $20.00; Metal tips (brass
only), $5.00

Curved shed stick. 8” x 3/4”, North American Red Oak. $10.

Let's see...I ship internationally via the United States Postal Service. In the USA, I use USPS flat rate
shipping. Paypal has 3.3% fees. I accept checks & USPS money orders.

LAST THOUGHTS
As I said earlier, I make each piece as a custom order, and never vend
either physically or online. Thus I have you in mind when I make your
tools: this is how I choose to work. I made my own tools decades ago,

and they are my trusted and reliable friends. I want the same for you.
Thanks so much!

Milissa

